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In the present article, we examined the effects of the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle and on-the-job-training (OJT) on workplace learning. We defined workplace learning based on the concept of an organizational learning cycle. Using survey data from a Japanese fire and marine insurance company, we found that PDCA, OJT (empowerment), and reflective communication had positive effects on workplace learning. These results suggest that quality management, empowerment and reflective practice may help to significantly improve workplace learning. We also discuss theoretical and managerial implications of this study.
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\textbf{Introduction}

The workplace has been increasingly recognized as an effective means for employee development in the fields of human resources management (HRM) and human resource development (HRD) (Raper, Ashton, Felstead and Storey 1997; Boud and Garrick 1999; van der Sluis, Williams and Hoeksema 2002; Hodkinson 2005; Clarke 2006). Garavan, Morley, Gunnigle and McGuire (2002) noted a paradigm shift involving a switch from formal, intermittent and discontinuous learning to increasingly informal, experiential, asynchronous and real-time-oriented learning. Kitching (2007) also found that workplace learning-by-doing and learning-by-interacting were routinely considered more important than externally provided training, particularly certified training, even after the initial period of employment. In a review of organizational learning literature, Easterby-Smith, Crossan and Nicolini (2000) argued that there were new opportunities for research related to the scrutiny of workplace activities and
Despite this attention, several vital questions remain unanswered. First, no consensus on the concept of workplace learning has emerged (Clarke 2005; Fenwick 2008). To further research workplace learning, it is necessary to develop measures of workplace learning with an appropriate conceptual background. Second, several authors have underscored the role of the plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle and on-the-job-training (OJT) in facilitating learning (Slotte, Tynjala and Hytonen 2004; Choo, Linderman and Schroeder 2007a), although few studies have, in fact, investigated empirically the impact of these approaches on workplace learning.

Clarke (2005) distinguished between the workplace learning environment and the workplace learning outcome, where the former refers to practices and behaviors that facilitate the latter. We investigated the role of OJT and PDCA practices as learning environment factors in promoting workplace learning using learning outcome survey data from a Japanese firm.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. We begin with an overview of workplace learning and organizational learning cycles to define the former in terms of the latter. Then, we present our hypotheses, which were based on literature on OJT and the PDCA cycle. The research methodology is then outlined and the principal findings are reviewed. Finally, we discuss the results and our conclusions.

**Theoretical background**

**Workplace learning**

The workplace offers learning opportunities, which can be defined as specific tasks and functions that provide developmental opportunities (Davies and Easterby-Smith 1984; Morrison and Brantner 1992; van der Sluis et al. 2002). According to Garavan et al. (2002), workplace learning represents a set of processes that occur within specific organizational contexts and involve acquiring and assimilating integrated clusters of knowledge, skills, values and feelings that result in fundamental changes in the foci and behaviors of individuals and teams (p. 61).

Although no consensus on the workplace learning concept has emerged, this domain clearly includes both formal learning (e.g., training and structured learning activities) and non-formal learning (learning through day-to-day work activities) that occur, in part or entirely, in the workplace (Institute of Personnel and Development 2000; Beattie 2006).

Following the work of Watkins and Marsick (1992) and Rowden (2002) classified workplace learning into three different forms: formal, informal and incidental learning. Formal learning consists of discrete, planned events or experiences used to instruct people on the performance of specifically defined jobs. Informal learning occurs through unstructured activities or spontaneous demonstrations, regardless of the existence of any expressed goal.
Incidental learning occurs as an unintended byproduct of other activities, such as trial-and-error experimentation or interpersonal interaction. Rowden (2002) reported a positive relationship between the three types of workplace learning and job satisfaction.

Previous research has suggested that the majority of workplace learning occurs through informal means (Marsick and Watkins 1990; Sorohan 1993; Rainbird and Munro 2003; Conlon 2004), and that informal learning and practice play considerable roles in developing professional expertise in the workplace (Fox 1997; Conlon 2004). The idea of ‘learning by participation’ has become a dominant approach to understanding workplace learning (Fuller and Unwin 2005).

Although informal learning has been emphasized in past studies, research on workplace learning has lacked a consensually accepted definition of this notion (Clarke 2005). Fenwick (2008) explained that definitions of workplace learning have varied because learning includes phenomena ranging from individual information acquisition to cultural transformation or even political emancipation.

Thus, we have defined workplace learning based on the concept of organizational learning. According to previous research, the common organizational learning process involves: (1) the acquisition of new knowledge by individuals or groups; (2) the sharing and interpretation of such knowledge within a group or an organization; (3) the incorporation of portions of this knowledge into organizational routines; and (4) the elimination of anachronistic routines (Huber 1991; Nevis, DiBella and Gould 1995; Crossan, Lane and White 1999; Yukl 2009). A similar definition was adopted by Garvin (1993), Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) and McDonnell, Gunnigle and Lavelle (2010).

Reviewing the literature on workplace learning in the fields of HRD, adult education and organization/management, Fenwick (2008) found that research in all fields examined similar problems: how to understand individual–collective learning processes, knowledge generation, knowledge sharing and factors that inhibit and facilitate these processes.

Edmondson (2002) argued that group-level analyses of organizational learning are important to connect individual-level factors, such as cognition and behavior, to organization-level outcomes because organizational learning is often measured in terms of changes at the level of the team.

Group learning has been viewed as a process for effecting changes in interactions as members acquire, share and combine knowledge, test assumptions, openly discuss differences, form new routines and adjust strategies in response to errors (Edmondson 1999; Edmondson, Bohmer and Pisano 2001).

Given that workplace learning can be examined at the micro- or sub-level of organizations, we defined this notion as the process in which new knowledge is acquired, shared,
institutionalized and discarded, formally, informally and incidentally in the workplace. It is assumed that these processes lead to adequate solutions to workplace problems, improvement in the quality of work, accomplishment of objectives and enhancement of the abilities of junior and mid-level managers.

**Role of OJT and the PDCA cycle**

We investigated the roles of OJT and PDCA practices in the promotion of workplace learning. Both OJT and PDCA practices involve formal and informal routines, which can be conceptually distinguished from workplace learning as learning outcomes. Some empirical studies have suggested the importance of OJT and quality management in promoting workplace learning.

For example, Raper et al. (1997) reported that many firms in the UK have accorded more responsibility to line managers and have used OJT and quality standards to facilitate work-based learning. Slotte et al. (2004) also found that human resource professionals emphasized on-the-job learning to facilitate individual learning in the workplace. These studies suggest that practices involved in OJT and quality management play important roles in promoting workplace learning. However, few studies have examined the effects of OJT and quality management on workplace learning. Thus, we investigated the roles of OJT and the PDCA cycle in facilitating learning in the workplace.

**OJT practices**

OJT includes providing employees with spontaneous explanations or demonstrations related to their job responsibilities and enabling them to subsequently hone their skills by trial-and-error learning or by observing and imitating the behaviors of others (Jacobs and Osman-Gani 1999, p. 17). Although relatively little research has been reported on OJT (van der Klink and Streumer 2002), several empirical studies have examined the effectiveness of this approach. Benson (2006) analyzed survey data obtained from a large high-technology manufacturing company and reported that the OJT (number of days spent in formal OJT during the previous 12 months) was positively associated with the organizational commitment of employees and negatively correlated with intention to leave. Using datasets from two large-scale surveys, Barron, Berger and Black (1999) reported that OJT (total hours of on-site training provided during the first 3 months on a job) was positively correlated with growth in the productivity of firms. van der Klink and Streumer (2002) focused on the OJT programs of two organizations and found that managerial support during OJT had a positive impact on the progress of trainees. The

Unlike the studies mentioned above that operationalized OJT in terms of days or hours spent on tasks related to OJT, Sakakibara (2004) focused on practices in the workplace and developed a scale for OJT consisting of two dimensions: ‘direct supervision from senior members’ (e.g.,
‘providing advice or instructions about tasks’) and ‘empowerment’ (e.g., ‘entrusting trainees with challenging tasks or making them participate in the decision making process’). On the basis of survey data obtained from a local government organization, Sakakibara found that empowerment was positively correlated with the skill development of trainees. Similarly, other previous research has indicated that empowerment stimulates learning-related activities (Cohen and Ledford 1994; Kirkman and Shapiro 1997).

The results of empirical studies have suggested that OJT practices have the potential to promote workplace learning. Of the two dimensions proposed by Sakakibara (2004), empowerment may encourage workers to acquire new knowledge or skills, and direct supervision from seniors may facilitate the sharing of knowledge or skills within the workplace. Thus, we propose the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: OJT practices (direct supervision) are positively correlated with workplace learning.
Hypothesis 2: OJT practices (empowerment) are positively correlated with workplace learning.

**PDCA practices**

According to Hackman and Wageman (1995), total quality management (TQM) practices create positive learning environments by providing workers with a rich and diverse set of learning tools and repeatedly encouraging them to reexamine their work processes. We focused on the PDCA cycle within the context of TQM practices because the latter is a well-established framework for improving processes and facilitating continuous learning, creativity and quality management (Deming 2000; Jones, Parast and Adams 2010).

The PDCA cycle was proposed by Shewhart (1931, 1939), and is commonly used as a problem-solving model in the context of quality management (Deming 2000; Choo, Linderman and Schroeder 2007b). According to this framework, quality improvement will be effective if improvements start with a good plan (P), activities necessary to achieve the plan are implemented (i.e., done, D), results are checked (C) to understand the causes of the results, and actions (A) are taken to improve the processes (Dahlgaard and Kanji 1995).

We focused on the PDCA cycle because it is similar to step-wise models of problem solving (Choo et al. 2007a). A commonly used problem-solving process model consists of: (1) problem definition; (2) problem analysis; (3) generation and selection of solutions; (4) testing and evaluation of solutions; and (5) development of new routines (MacDuffie 1997). Specifically, a problem is identified and analyzed during the planning phase, solutions are implemented during the doing phase and evaluated in the checking phase, and new routines are developed in the acting phase.
O’Connor (2004) proposed a workplace learning cycle consisting of design, implementation, evaluation and assessment. Although this cycle is quite similar to the PDCA cycle, the PDCA model has been applied not only in quality but also in security (Tang 2008) and project (Srivannaboon 2009) management efforts.

On the basis of the discussion above, we predicted that PDCA practices would promote workplace learning by facilitating problem solving, and that workplaces using PDCA practices would facilitate the acquisition, sharing and institutionalization of useful, new knowledge and skills and the elimination of outdated knowledge and skills. Thus, we proposed the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: PDCA practices are positively correlated with workplace learning.

Reflective communication
Previous studies on team learning have emphasized the role of reflective communication in promoting learning and performance. Edmondson (1999) conceptualized team learning behavior as an ongoing process of reflection and action, characterized by asking questions, seeking feedback and discussing errors. She reported that learning behavior was a significant predictor of team performance. Gibson and Vermeulen (2003) also argued that team members need to transfer and combine insights through reflective communication to reach a common understanding of what the experience or information means. Similarly, van der Vegt and Bunderson (2005) viewed team-learning behavior as an aspect of a group’s interaction process, which includes asking questions, challenging assumptions and seeking different perspectives. They assumed that these activities encouraged team members to seek to acquire, share and combine task-relevant knowledge.

Reflection is necessary for learning in the team and workplace because it allows workers to critique assumptions that are taken for granted, and encourages them to be receptive to alternative ways of reasoning and behaving (Cunliffe 2002; Gray 2007).

Reflective communication is closely related to the concept of reflective practice, proposed by Schön (1983). This concept was applied initially in the fields of nursing and teacher education and is increasingly being used across professions (Moon 2004). Raelin (2002) defined reflective practice as the practice of periodically stepping back to consider the meaning of what recently transpired to others and to oneself in the immediate environment. The role of reflective practice has been emphasized in the research of learning in professional organizations (e.g., Edmondson et al. 2001). Reflective communication can be viewed as a communication style in which members are encouraged to engage in reflective practices in the workplace. Thus, we proposed the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4: Reflective communication is positively correlated with workplace learning.

![Research Model](image)

**Research model**

Figure 1 shows the research model of this study. This model suggests that OJT practices (direct supervision, empowerment), PDCA practices and reflective communication influence workplace learning, ultimately resulting in higher performance.

We tested our hypotheses using survey data from a Japanese fire and marine insurance company. The units of analysis in this study were the work units in this company. We defined the workplace as a group of people with shared goals, responsibilities and missions who could directly interact and communicate within the organization. On the basis of this definition, work units were treated as the workplace.

**Methodology**

**Sample and data collection**

Data were collected from a Japanese fire and marine insurance company. We asked the HRD department of the firm to ask their 732 employees to complete questionnaires available on a designated website. In total, 641 responded to the questionnaires (a response rate of 87.5%). Of the sample, 41.4% were men and 58.6% were women. These employees belonged to 124 work
units, 64 sales units and 60 non-sales units. Because the unit of analysis was the work unit (workplace), individual data were aggregated into unit-level data (124 units). The average number of respondents per work unit was 5.05.

**Measures**

Multiple-item scales were developed on the basis of items previously proposed in survey research studies. Means, standard deviations and correlations among the variables are shown in Table 1.

**Workplace learning**
The scale measuring workplace learning was originally developed based on the concept of organizational learning and involved four items: knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharing, knowledge institutionalization and unlearning. Each item measured workplace learning on a five-point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree). The alpha coefficient was 0.91. The scores for each item were used as observable variables.

**OJT practices**
OJT practices were measured using the scale developed by Sakakibara (2004), which consists of two dimensions: supervision (e.g., providing advice or instructions about tasks) and empowerment (e.g., entrusting trainees with challenging tasks or involving them in the decision-making process). Each item measured OJT practices on a five-point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree). The alpha coefficients for direct supervision (five items) and empowerment (four items) were 0.96 and 0.86, respectively. The scores for each item were used as observable variables.

**PDCA practices**
Because no scale for measuring the PDCA cycle has been reported, we developed a scale for this purpose based on previous work (Dahlgaard and Kanji 1995; Choo et al. 2007a) and preliminary research. During the preliminary research, we extracted items on PDCA through focus group discussions among HRM consultants with experience in developing PDCA programs for managers. PDCA practices were measured using five items. Each item measured PDCA practices on a five-point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree). The alpha coefficient was 0.85. The scores for each item were used as observable variables.

**Reflective communication**
Reflective communication was measured using six items adapted from Gibson and Vermeulen
(2003) and van der Vegt and Bunderson (2005), which emphasize reflective communication in developing learning in the workplace. Each item measured reflective communication on a five-point Likert scale (1. strongly disagree, 5. strongly agree). The alpha coefficient was 0.91. The scores for each item were used as observable variables.

Validation of the measures
To evaluate the convergent validity of the model constructs, a confirmatory factor analysis with five latent constructs, namely workplace learning, PDCA, OJT (direct supervision), OJT (empowerment) and learning and learning behavior (reflective communication), with a total of 23 measures, was conducted. The results showed that all items loaded significantly on the respective constructs (p < 0.001), and the goodness-of-fit statistics for the model were as follows: x^2 = 411.26, degrees of freedom (df) = 220, comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.92, Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) = 0.91 and root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.08. That all the items loaded significantly on the assigned constructs and that the fit indices were relatively good provided evidence of convergent validity. The internal consistency of the constructs was evaluated by the alpha coefficient. All scales met the recommended reliability coefficient of 0.7 (Nunnally 1978).

To estimate within-group agreement on the workplace learning scale, the r_wg(j) (James, Demaree and Wolfe 1984) was calculated for the sample. The estimated r_wg(j) values for workplace learning, PDCA, OJT (direct supervision), OJT (empowerment) and PDCA were 0.96, 0.93, 0.73, 0.86 and 0.98, respectively. These estimates met the recommended index of > 0.7 (George 1990), reflecting a high level of agreement in the variables within work units.

Because the scale of workplace learning was developed for this study, we evaluated its criterion validity (correlations between scale items and known standard measures) by correlating workplace learning with items related to sales performance using data from sales units (n = 64). Several authors have reported that organizational learning has a positive impact on organizational performance (Tippins and Sohi 2003; Lopez, Peon and Ordas 2005). Financial performance data (percentages of sales goals achieved) for the sales units and branches were obtained from the headquarters of the firm. The correlation coefficient between workplace learning and financial performance of sales units was 0.30 (p < 0.05). This result indicated that sales performance improved when useful new knowledge was acquired, shared and institutionalized and outdated knowledge was discarded. This provides evidence of the criterion validity of our measure of workplace learning.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Workplace learning</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OJT (direct supervision)</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.40 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 OJT (empowerment)</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.47 **</td>
<td>.63 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PDCA</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.69 **</td>
<td>.54 **</td>
<td>.45 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Reflective communication</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.66 **</td>
<td>.62 **</td>
<td>.45 **</td>
<td>.34 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=127
** p<.01

Results

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics and pair-wise correlations between variables. Structural equation modeling (SEM) was conducted to test the proposed research model because SEM allows the examination of multiple relationships simultaneously while also incorporating measurement error into the estimation process. Figure 1 presents the estimated model. Estimation of the hypothesized model resulted in $\chi^2=411.26$ (df=220, $p=0.001$), CFI=0.92, TLI=0.91 and RMSEA=0.08. One possible explanation for the chi-squared value is this statistic’s sensitivity to sample size. Other indices showed relatively adequate fits. The standardized path coefficients for the model are presented in Table 2.

OJT (direct supervision) was negatively related to workplace learning ($r=-0.31, p=0.001$), while OJT (empowerment) was positively related to workplace learning ($r=0.37, p=0.001$). These results indicate that workplace learning is enhanced if the boss entrusts members with challenging tasks requiring a slightly higher ability, but learning is hindered when the boss provides members with advice and instructions about the tasks. These results do not support Hypothesis 1, but do support Hypothesis 2.

PDCA was positively related to workplace learning ($r=0.46, p=0.001$), which supports Hypothesis 3. Reflective communication was positively related to workplace learning ($r=0.38, p=0.001$), as predicted by Hypothesis 4. These results indicate that learning is enhanced when members engage in PDCA practices and communicate reflectively with one another in the workplace.

Discussion

We examined various hypotheses about relationships among learning practices and workplace learning using survey data. Our findings suggest that learning practices using the PDCA cycle, OJT (empowerment) and reflective communication facilitate workplace learning.
Table 2 Structural Model Estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural paths</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 OJT (direct supervision) → Workplace learning</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-3.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 OJT (empowerment) → Workplace learning</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>3.79***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 PDCA → Workplace learning</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>3.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 Reflective communication → Workplace learning</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.73***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Measurement model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OJT (direct supervision) (α= .96) c</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takes the initiative to serve as an example in the accomplishment of tasks b</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide appropriate advice about tasks</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>18.52***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide the opportunities to prepare before entrusting me with the tasks</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>15.47***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be acquainted with tasks</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>14.87***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide precise instructions</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>18.47***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OJT (empowerment) (α= .86) c</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrust a task to me in a comprehensive way b</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrust tasks to juniors from a planning stage on a regular basis</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>9.17***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrust me with challenging tasks</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>13.89***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrust me with tasks requiring a slightly higher ability</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>8.11***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDCA (α=.85) c</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objectives in the workplace are quantified b</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share specific plans among members to accomplish objectives in the workplace</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.31***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The reasons for the gap between objectives and results are investigated</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>6.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient time to review out experiences of tasks is offered</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>6.28***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons are extracted from work experience</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>5.71***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflective communication (α= .91) c</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is open communication in the workplace b</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone has a chance to express their opinion</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>13.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members maintain a high level of idea exchange</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>14.52***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members freely challenge the assumptions underlying each other’s ideas and</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>12.01***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members engage in evaluating their weak points in attaining effectiveness</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>10.59***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workplace learning (α= .91) c</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Useful new knowledge, skills, and know-how are acquired b</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful new knowledge, skills, and know-how are shared among members</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>14.34***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful new knowledge, skills, and know-how are established as rules and procedures</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>14.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-dated knowledge, skills, and know-how are abandoned</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>9.47***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Value represent standardized estimate.

b The corresponding parameter is fixed to a value of 1.00 to set the scale of measurement.

c 'α' represent Cronbach’s alpha.
The theoretical implications can be summarized as follows. First, PDCA practices play an important role in facilitating workplace learning, suggesting that quality management based on the PDCA cycle can significantly improve HRD. It has been suggested that the PDCA cycle facilitates problem-solving in the workplace (Choo et al. 2007a,b). Specifically, a problem is identified and analyzed in the planning phase, solutions are implemented in the doing phase, the results are evaluated and considered in the checking phase, and new solutions are generated in the acting phase. With regard to the process underpinning organizational learning, knowledge acquisition may be stimulated by planning and doing and the institutionalization and unlearning of knowledge may be enhanced by checking and acting.

The PDCA cycle may also promote workplace learning by stimulating experiential learning, as proposed by Kolb (1984). This model has been among the most influential in studies of management and has received a good deal of empirical support (Vince 1998; Kayes 2002; Mainemelis, Boyatzis and Kolb 2002; Meyer 2003). Kolb (1984) proposed a four-stage cyclical model: (1) concrete experience; (2) reflective observation; (3) abstract conceptualization; and (4) active experimentation. That is, immediate personal experiences are the bases for observation and reflection, and these are assimilated into abstract hypotheses or concepts. Then, these hypotheses or concepts guide learners to create new experiences. The PDCA cycle corresponds to Kolb’s model in that concrete experiencing resembles doing, reflectively observing resembles checking, abstract conceptualizing resembles planning and actively experimenting resembles acting. These practices may enhance learning in the workplace by facilitating experiential learning.

Second, we found that the influence of OJT in promoting workplace learning depends on its style. The results indicate that empowerment has a positive impact on workplace learning, while direct supervision has a negative effect. As previous studies on team learning have indicated (Kirkman, Rosen, Tesluk and Gibson 2004; Gibson and Vermeulen 2003), empowerment can potentially reduce insecurity and defensiveness in the workplace, and can make teams more proactive in seeking continuous improvement, revising work processes and seeking innovative solutions to work problems.

On the other hand, direct supervision may prevent junior members from generating ideas and sharing them in the workplace, although it may promote individual learning. It is sometimes difficult to unlearn practices in workplaces with excellent superiors. Thus, OJT with direct supervision may hinder knowledge sharing and unlearning, but facilitate individual knowledge acquisition.

Finally, we found that reflective communication has a positive influence on workplace learning. This is consistent with previous studies on team learning, emphasizing the role of reflective communication in enhancing learning and performance of a team (Edmondson 1999;
Gibson and Vermeulen 2003; van der Vegt and Bunderson 2005). Reflective communication may promote workplace learning because members need to transfer and combine insights through reflective communication to reach a common understanding of the experience (Gibson and Vermeulen 2003), and because it allows the critique of assumptions that are taken for granted, and encourages team members to be receptive to alternative ways of reasoning and behaving (Cunliffe 2002; Gray 2007).

The present research has implications for using managerial authority in the development of a learning-oriented workplace. First, quality management based on the PDCA cycle is an effective tool for facilitating workplace learning. By introducing PDCA practices, it may be possible to better create and share useful new knowledge and discard outdated knowledge in the workplace. Second, managers should distinguish between two types of OJT practices: empowerment and direct supervision. It is notable that empowerment can effectively facilitate learning among members, while direct supervision can sometimes hinder workplace learning. Finally, managers must promote reflective communication in the workplace, where members have a chance to express their opinions and criticize each other’s work to improve performance perspectives. By combining PDCA practices and reflective communication, managers can enhance learning in the workplace.

The limitations of this study should be acknowledged. First, the sample in this study consisted of employees of Japanese firms. It is possible that national culture influenced the results. We need to test our research model further by conducting surveys in various industries and cultures. Second, we interpreted the role of the PDCA cycle in terms of problem solving and experiential learning. Empirical studies should be conducted to validate the effect of the PDCA cycle on these aspects of learning. Finally, the PDCA cycle has been examined primarily in the field of quality management, but the mechanisms by which the PDCA cycle facilitates learning have not yet been investigated. The role of the PDCA cycle in workplace learning needs to be examined in future research.
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